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About This Game

Rodolphe Wallace, a 30-year-old unemployed inventor, finds himself plunged into a crazy and incredible adventure with his
two friends: Cyprien Karanoff, a neurotic neat-freak; and Luc Vega, a bipolar, impulsive geek with only four seconds of

active memory.

To escape from the madhouse in which they've been locked up for a year, the three companions hide aboard a space shuttle that
sends them into orbit around Earth, allowing them to avoid a nuclear apocalypse caused by Nathanael, a maniac who wanted to

avenge his goat who died from human pollution.

Five years later, the shuttle automatically returns to the partially irradiated Earth and deposits the three madmen in a desert near
a post-nuclear town called Ragoon City. And then the adventure really begins...
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-Go on an exciting adventure with crazy characters (references to French cult comedies unavoidable).

-Control three characters who have very different personalities: a pretentious, grumpy, unemployed inventor; a neurotic,
germophobic chemist with tics; and a bipolar, impulsive geek with only four seconds of active memory.

-Solve balanced puzzles, neither too difficult nor too easy. Your notebook will help you keep track of your objectives.

-An easy-to-use interface lets you save the game anytime and configure the game options.

-Four chapters with at least six hours of gameplay, depending on your experience with point-and-click adventure games.

-Neat, cartoon-y graphics and a plot that will make you want to keep on playing.

-HD graphics and options for other resolutions. Play full screen or windowed.

-A humorous point-and-click adventure reminiscent of Day of the Tentacle and Monkey Island but with the French touch from
Adipson Studio.

-Game available for Windows in French (default version) and English.

GAME SETUP INFORMATION :

The game is configured for a default launch in French. Please launch the file winsetup.exe and choose from the drop-down
menu of the 'Gameplay setting' dialog box, but you can select your language also in the game itself on its homepage by clicking

on the flag of your language.
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Title: 3 GEEKS
Genre: Adventure
Developer:
Romuald Serrado
Publisher:
Adipson Studio
Release Date: 22 Feb, 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: Pentium

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics:

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 1 GB available space

Additional Notes: The game is configured for a default launch in French. Please launch the file winsetup.exe and choose from
the drop-down menu of the 'Gameplay setting' dialog box, but you can select your language also in the game itself on its
homepage by clicking on the flag of your language.

English,French
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This game is proof (among about a hundred other reasons) as to why the demoscene is ♥♥♥♥ing awesome. This originally
started out as a game/tech demo called "Zen Bondage" and languished in obscurity until it appeared on the iOS platform, where
it got the money and fast cars it deserved.

It is great fun! Apart from the audio bug where the rope tightening sound plays until the game sounds like it's making coffee.. A
cute litte story. Terrible English grammar with no concept of apostrophes, but it can be forgiven for that with its engaging
characters and well thought out decision consequences. The main gameplay element is waiting, and it can be tedious watching
the characters randomly wander the spacecraft. However when the dialogue trees appear, it's seldom obvious what the "correct"
course of action is. In fact, it seems you have to make carefully placed "wrong" decisions in order to rescue everyone.. This
piece of software is pretty much useless. You basically need to buy all the other related QuickBooks Software otherwise you
can't do anything with it. I will NOT recommend anyone to buy this.. Very nice wardrobe addition to this app\/software. It's also
good to know that the creator of this software does think about the female fanservice angle too regarding men wearing
briefs\/speedos.. I liked how much love went into the environment - I can open everything and it's full of stuff you'd expect to
see there. Every kitchen cupboard and room closet is filled, water sloshed around in a beaker as I moved it, it was very cool.
Moving doors like they were there felt good and immersive. I'm not a huge fan of things chasing after me in VR, be it in wave
shooters or horror games, so the chase was not my personal cup of tea and I had to quit. I got an achievement that told me I
survived the chase, but he continued chasing me, and I came to a dead end, didn't know what to do, got killed, and noped out of
there. Not sure what I was supposed to do but after that, I didn't care, haha. I'd like to echo someone else's review, too, in that it
was disappointing that I couldn't use the environment to hide from the monster. I tried crouching behind something at first and
got found anyway.

I also ran into one bug in the middle of the game, where I was holding a key card, tried to use it on a door and the hand holding
it - along with the card, of course - disappeared, and I couldn't find any way to get it back except to restart the game and
"continue" which seemed to take me back to the beginning. Being such a short experience and a lot of it simply being
exploration, I only lost a couple of minutes. I'd love a full game of this; it felt very System Shock 2 and would have liked to see
more of the environment. For what's here though, I think it's a fun, if short, experience.

I got it in a bundle (making it scarier, really, as I got it and installed it along time ago and I just randomly play things that are
installed to see what they're about and I didn't know I was in for a horror experience!) but probably wouldn't pay $12 for such a
short experience. Get it on sale if you like immersive environments and a feeling of helplessness in your horror games.
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To start things off I want to tell you just how happy I am to be alive! This Grand life has taught me the True Meaning of life and
just why I am alive today! I mean my in-game character did possibly die three times of insanity but looking past that I now
know how lucky I am to be alive and it is all down to this 5 Star one of a kind game!

Okay aside from... that, in all seriousness This Grand Life is a great game and you should definitely invest your money into it! I
say that complete truth. (Yes, I know I got given the game but that has not affected my review) When you start i think you may
find the game a little boring, that’s a fact, but once you get past that first 15 minutes and have gathered your bearings you can
enjoy the full expanse of choices this game has to offer. You can start at the top or choose the begin at the bottom and battle to
become that Rich Boy genius that you strive to be. Or on the flip side you could become a renowned failure and start to drink
beer all day and pick fights with whomever attempts to bat an eyelid in your direction.

At the end of the day it is Your Life and you can make it a Grand Life if you so desire. So, get out there and make your life
worth it!
. Pretty fun!. THIS is good but disappointingly short rip. Sadly, the developer for this pack chose to ignore a significant flow of
constructive criticism offered on Paradox forum and released it as is. I purchased it to support Paradox for making amazing
games but that's it. I disable this pack in my games because I can't stand looking at this monstrosity.

North and East African units are a disaster (save Morocco and Nubia). Tunisian and Algerian units are especially tragic given
their super dark skin color and rag like uniforms. Such a great opportunity missed.. Lovely looking skin, the totem and saw
designs are my favourite.
I am surprised this is not a special or legendary skin because I feel it is better than the Skreeator skin and just has more detail
onto it compared to that.

A must have for Skree-mainers. Very small selection of planes, and not really that fun to fly, or that much to do.
Recently the game won't even start up without crashing, so that's a minus.
. The soundtrack for this game completes the level of amazingness that this game visually offers. Its a beautiful game, with such
a unique feel to it. This game handles amazingly and the controls seem so fluent once you get used to them, and the only thing
that could make this better would be to have friends that had this :c None the less, I really recommend this game if you're
itching for a new parkour-esque type game.
What I recommend to the devs
1. Level editor- I love the freestyle map, but I want to make a map with a flow of my style, get what I mean?
2. Oculus Support- Ohgodyes that would just make the whole experience SO MUCH better.
3. I know it might sound a bit weird, but weather effects. I would just like to see it be down pouring as I jump from wall to wall,
running through the rain.
8\/10 would buy for friends.. A simple game to pass time. For the price it is, it is worth it. The game from my experience so far
has been enjoyable. Get from point A to point B, taking out all enemies in the way. A selection of weapons to use and easy
controls.
Although there are a few minor issues with the game I noticed.
The soundtrack gets a little repetitive when going through the missions however it can be muted as well as the overall sound of
the game. Although, I couldn't find any option to fine tune the audio to my liking, only an on or off option, instead I had to go
into the volume mixer on my pc and lowering it. But really apart from that the game is pretty fun.. Beware, it is not working
with Oculus Touch.
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